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bernanke does not have a crystal ball. in 2002, he wrote
a book, on the pillared scales, that told the story of his

own early experiences and aspirations as a young
economist. it’s a book that succeeds in capturing the

giddy, chitchatty nature of growing up in a small town in
vermont. “there were only about twenty houses in the
entire town,” he writes. “my dad farmed and taught

school and ran the local bank.” there are times when,
looking back, he wishes that he didn’t use so many first-
person pronouns and “i” in a work that must have been
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written in the public sphere. at times, one wonders if he
meant to publish a memoir. he holds up a classroom
photo of himself and his classmates in the 1960s and

wonders what they are thinking of him. “i look old,” he
writes. “i have gray hair. what would they think of me? i
have a pipe, which was against the dress code in many

schools in those days. i don’t know what i was thinking. i
must have been crazy.” bernanke is back with a new
book, and the second chapter is about a trip that he

made to japan in the spring of 1974. it is a time he likes
to tell people, a trip that set him on the path of a career
in economics that led to his two most important terms at
the fed: “he wanted to be a professor,” bernanke writes.
“instead, he landed a job at the federal reserve bank of
boston.” he spent years studying japanese monetary

history and became close to a man named inoue
masaaki, who grew up in the same town as bernanke.
today, the two are business partners. inoue, bernanke
writes, was a central banker. he helped to found the

bank of japan and the international monetary fund. he
was a confidant of the first finance minister of the bank
of japan, akira kuroda. inoue is credited with writing the
wording that was inscribed on the first yen 500 note, a

design that set the standard for decades to come.
bernanke traveled to tokyo in the spring of 1974 to meet
with inoue. he was a student of the economic crisis of the

1960s and had read a book by a japanese economist
named miki, who made the case that japan could easily
have avoided a depression. inoue took bernanke aside

and asked him a pointed question: what would you do if i
asked you to stabilize the yen? inoue was not asking,
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bernanke said later, to be a “consolation prize” for japan.
he was expecting bernanke to say that he would tell

inoue to raise interest rates and destabilize the yen. he
was, indeed, telling bernanke what he needed to know to

be a credible voice in tokyo. 5ec8ef588b
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